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1 
Thissinventionrelates to absorptive. pads. for 

headwear and the like, and in particular. a pad, 
incorporatedlin, vor attached .to, the sweatband of 
a baton to‘ the interior of. 
sweatbandor hatylfromlthe, head of the,,wearer, 
the pad- onlyi contacting the surface of the head._. 

Sweatbands:v of hats sand‘ 1 other headwear nor 
mally .?t snuglysaround. thewhead, and, where a 
hair dressing is. used,.the elements thereof» satu 
rate: the isweatband and. are transmitted thereby 
to the material of the hat, ldiscoloring the said 
material; 

ahat, which spaces the‘ ' 

iWith the 1.sweatband: ?tted‘ “snugly 

comfort to the-wearerlas 1-,lrietight,‘feelingT of the 1. 
leather band is eliminated, ‘andii-nstead, (the: pads“? 
providecushionsa ., 

aroundthe headventilation-to. the interior of the - ‘ 
hat ‘is prevented; and perspiration, normally 
evaporated by circulatingi air, accumulates on the 
sweatband causing; deterioration thereof, and also 
discoloratiomof then-contacting material of the 
hat. 

Thislinvention contemplates aspacing element 
holdingwthe sweatband away from the surface. 
of the, headywhichat the same time, being of ab-_ 
sorptive ‘material, absorbs 

ing~the;sweatband and hat. , 
Where-haindressings contain suitableioils, Or _ = 

15 

oils and the like ‘from } 
protect--., _ 

aretused-in excess, or where av hat is wornin ex 
cess'ivelheat, the: absorptive pad is readily ?lled to 
capacity-with oilsor perspiration and,ttherefore,l 
the pad oii this ,inventionyis incorporated in head- ; 
weanin ‘such: a manner; that it is readily re 

placeable; u. 
Absorptive padsused in hats or. other headwearw 

transfer some-oil,’ perspiration, or the like,,;When 
they-areipermitted vto become saturated,_to the, 
sweatbandland material ‘of thehat, and to over-‘ 
come,_.this,». the absorptive .pad‘ oi"v thisv invention is 
enclosed in an .envelope 

projecting...through..v.the envelope to contact the 
surfacepf the vhead. _ 

The'ipurpose-of thiszinvention is, therefore, to 
proyide_.a_ replaceable absorptive insert for hats, 
capsrhelmetapsafety hoods,vand headwear for 
militaryland industrial purposes, or headwear, for 
anxpurpose; which arrests excess oils and greases 
fromgt'he hainor hair dressings thereon, and per 
spiration and the like, and prevents the said oils, ; 
perspiration; andihe like coming in contact with. 
the-rsweatband‘or materialof the hat. 

Anaabsorptive pad positioned in or on a sweat 

so 
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of material impervious ~ \ 

to moisture withonly certain surfaces of the; pad» 

40 

band of a hat is also economical in that it extends 
theelifezof the 'sweatband and reduces cleaning, 
repairing; and replacement . costs., _ 
A seriesof spaced ‘padsproj ecting from the sur-. 

facero’f- arsweatband ‘40: a hat .or the likelprovides 
55 

Spaced cushionlpadslseparating the. ‘sweatbandi-i , .i 
of aihatifromqthephead also increase-icor'nfortby ' 
providing .yentilat'onl wherein,circulation,v of ‘air To 1. 
not Only‘. removes, the accumulation of perspiral-a 
ticn ybutlalsol iunctions; asv a cooling agent.“T “ 
Theobject ‘of, this invention. is to, provide means,~ .l, 

for spacing Fthesweathandof hatsandthe like ,i fromthe‘surface. oi the head cithewearer, which providesgreater,comiort and protects. the maté.-...._,L 

rials of the sweatband ‘and hat. ' ' ‘ 

Anotherobiectds to provide absorptive spacing, 
elements in. the sweatbandiot a hat which ,hold‘the‘ i 
hate in the‘ correctposition, and thereby, improve.» l 
the. appearance,,thereo?w,' . ’ ' ' " 4 ' 

A further obiectlislto providean absorptive pad for sweatbandsgoi‘ hatssandthenlike whichhfunc ' 
tions.,.in both. summerand.winternabsprbing p. .. , 
spiration in summer, and 1s and?theglikelirom in, 
hair‘._.di‘es.sings in winterwn ' ' ' 
Anothenobjectis. to provide areplaceableia — \ 1 

sorptive gpadiforghats ,and. the like ‘that may either, J be appliedeto sweathandsotnewhatsonto sweat; 
' 

bands of hats now in use.’ ' ' ' " ' ‘ 

Another ‘object is to providelan absorptive pad‘ 
adaptedto be incorporated‘in sweathandslof hatsw 
and ‘the like; which-may ,be removed and replaced n ..[ 
withoutinjurypto theisweatband. ‘ ‘ ' ‘ ' 

A further. object is to providesan absorptive pad”, 
forsweat‘pandsiof hats andithe like which may.“ 
readily. be attached‘to'the‘sweatband ‘by a lay , 

man .without. cutting the‘bandvor without.‘ remove-l. ing_ the band from thefhatl a. ' ‘I ' ' 

The invention also contemplates an absorptive 
padoforjhatsn. caps, vhelmets, and other‘1headwzear~ “ 
and.' the like (which may. be installedwatf eithen the, I 
front or back of the h_t.~or on the‘, underisurface: _,, 
of the: top'tthereoff, ( ' ' ' “ " " 

With these evandnothevr-z objects in View; the-in 
vention ‘embodies-1 an l“absorptive pad .1 preferably ~11, 
mounted. on a backing strip-‘with the. backingjstrip v--; 
surroundedeby an :envelope of material impervi 

ous to 'moisture; and meansattaching: or installing; the‘ said pad or a pluralityhof pads-in thexsweat-i-a“ 

band or other parts of the-ham 
Fora full and more complete »i1nderstandir_1g;oi >_ 

the inventiorillreference‘may’ be had to the'qfol-iv ; 
lowingjdescijiption; ‘and’ accompanying "drawings _-; 
wherein; I ' ' “ 

Figureg ,1,__is_; a view“illustratingv a :hatwith ‘a; per;- 0 I 

tion broken away showing the pad incorporated’ in azsweatbandg thereof. W ' 
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Figure 2 is a detail showing the side elevation 
of the pad assembly. 
Figure 3 is‘ a cross section illustrating a typical 

section through the pad assembly. 
Figure 4 is a detail showing a typical cross sec 

tion through a hat and sweatband, with the ab 
sorptive pad behind the sweatband and having a 
portion extending through an opening in the 
sweatband. 

Figure 5 is a view similar to that shown in Fig 
ure 2 illustrating a modi?cation wherein the pro 
jecting portion of the pad may be rectangular 
or in the form of a continuous strip. 

Figure 6 is a typical cross section through the 
pad assembly shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 7 is a similar section illustrating a modi 
?cation wherein the pad is attached to the sur 
face of a sweatband by wire clips. 

Figure 8 illustrates another modi?cation where 
in the pad is mounted in an indented pocket 
formed in the sweatband. 
Figure 9 illustrates the pad attached to the 

surface of a sweatband by small hooks. 
Figure 10 illustrates the pad attached to the 

surface of the sweatband by adhesive tabs. 
Figure 11 illustrates a pad of an alternate de 

sign wherein the pad is provided with extending 
tabs that may be attached to the sweatband or 
to the inner surface of the top of the hat to sup 
port the pad in such a position that it will pre 
vent the hat contacting the upper surface of the 
head. 

Referring now to the drawings wherein like ref 
erence characters denote corresponding parts, the 
absorptive element is formed with a projecting 
pad element In, a backing ll upon which the 
pads l0 are mounted, and an envelope l2 which 
may be made of nontoxic plastic sheeting or any 
material impervious to moisture. The envelope 
I2 is provided with openings I3 through which 
the pads l0 extend, thereby enclosing the backing 
H so that when the backing becomes saturated, 
the moisture or oils therein will remain inside 
of the envelope and will not be transmitted to 
the sweatband M or to the hat l5. 
The material, preferably used in the manufac 

ture of my absorptive pad proper, comprising the 
backing H as well as the pads l9 mounted there 
on, is high grade, quick absorbing paper, or cot 
ton batting such as is used for medical purposes, 
being pressed into suitable shapes to fit the en 
velope l2 covering the backing of the pad proper. 
Another form of absorptive material for this pur 
pose would be wicking made of absorbent cot 
ton material. 
The sweatband i4 is also provided with open 

ings l6, in the design shown in Figure 4, and the 
pads Ill extend through the openings providing 
contacting elements extending beyond the sur 
face of the sweatband to engage the surface of 
the head. With these pads extending slightly be 
yond the surface of the sweatband, the sweat 
band is spaced from the surface of the head so 
that it will not contact perspiration or oils from 
hair dressings, and at the same time will not pre 
vent circulation of air to the interior of the hat. 
The complete element illustrated in Figures 

2 and 3 is shown positioned behind the sweatband 
Ill-in Figure 4; however, it will be understood that 
this may also be placed on the face of the sweat 
band or in pockets indented in the face thereof 
as illustrated in Figures 6 to 10 and as hereinafter 
described. ' 

In the design shown in Figure 6, which is a 
section through the pad illustrated in Figure 5, 
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4 
the pad element l1 extends through a continu 
ous or rectangular-shaped opening I'B in an en 
velope [9, with the backing 20 mounted upon the 
sweatband M by hooks 2| and 22, one of which 
is clipped over the edge of the band, and the other 
of which extends through the band. 
In the design shown in Figure 7, the pad IE3 

with the backing H is attached to the sweatband 
M by individual clips 23 and 24 at the upper and 
lower edges, and these clips may be spaced at 
intervals to attach the pad to the sweatband. 
In the design shown in Figure 8, a sweatband 

25 is formed with indentations providing pockets 
26, and the backing II of the pad with or with 
out the envelope l2 thereon, may be inserted 
in the pockets with the pads l 0 projecting through 
openings 21. 
In the design shown in Figure 9, the backing 

H is attached to the sweatband l5 by small wire 
hooks 28 and 29, which may be of any shape or 
design as may be desired. 

Figure 10 illustrates a simple method of hold 
ing the pad with the backing II and envelope 
IE to the sweatband, by gummed or adhesive tabs 
39, and these tabs may be of any shape or de 
sign, and may either be attached to the enve 
lope, as shown in Figure 10, or to the pad, as 
illustrated in the design shown in Figure 11. 
The pad illustrated in Figure 11 is a modi? 

cation although it will be understood that the 
individual pads may be shaped, as shown in Fig 
ure 2, or may be of a rectangular shape, as shown 
in Figure 5, or may be round, as shown in Fig 
ure 11, or may be of any shape or design. 
A circular pad 3|, illustrated in Figure 11, is 

provided with a backing 32 which is covered by 
an envelope 33 similar to the envelope l2, and 
the envelope is provided with an opening 34 
through which the pad 3| projects. With the 
device attached to the surface of the sweatband 
by extending tabs 35, it may be held by adhe 
sive tape or by the clips illustrated in the other 
designs, or by any means. The pad 3| will ex 
tend through the opening 34 providing the con 
tacting means separating the material of the 
sweatband or hat from the surface of the head. 
With this pad installed on the inner surface of 
the top of the hat, as shown in dotted lines in 
Figure 1, the top of the hat will be separated from 
the upper surface of the head, thereby providing 
means for protecting the hat from absorptive ele 
ments of the head at all contacting points. 
The pad 3|, illustrated in Figure 11, is also 

provided with a protective covering 36 which may 
be nylon or any suitable ?ne mesh material adapt 
ed to protect the absorptive material from wear, 
and thereby extend the life of the pad. 
The pad may be provided in any of the various 

designs illustrated and described, or in any de 
sign, and may be attached to, or incorporated in, 
the sweatband of a hat or the like, or attached 
to other parts thereof by any of the various at 
taching means. As hereinbefore stated, the pad 
may be provided in new hats or headwear, or 
may be sold independently and attached, or in 
stalled by the owner of a hat, and with the pad or 
pads in place, the sweatband and material of the 
hat are protected from oils, perspiration, and 
other substances that may exist on the head of a 
wearer. 

At the same time, ventilation is provided there 
by insuring, by evaporation, reduction in quanti 
ties of accumulations of perspiration, hair dress~ 
ings and the like, and at the same time, cooling. 
With the pads providing supporting cushions, 
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greater comfort in wearing is also assured, and 
with the pads supporting the headwear in the 
proper position, the appearance is also improved. 
The pads are also adapted to be readily in 

stalled and readily removed and replaced as the 
used pads wear or become saturated. 

It will ‘be understood that, although this ab 
sorptive pad is illustrated as used in combination 
with a sweatband, it may also beused in hats or 
other headwear in which sweatbands are not used 
by attaching the pad directly to the inner surface 
of the hat or the like, and in this use, the pad 
may replace the usual sweatband. 
While a preferred speci?c embodiment of the 

invention is hereinbefore set forth, it is to be 
clearly understood that the invention is not to 
be limited to the exact constructions illustrated 
and described because various modi?cations of 
these details may be provided in putting the 
invention into practice within the purview of the 
appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An absorptive headwear pad member com 

prising, in combination, a vbacking element ofab 
sorptive material from the surface of which a 
pad element protrudes, a covering for said back 
ing element impervious to moisture, and means 
for mounting said pad member in headwear hav 
ing a sweatband, characterized in that the back 
ing element and covering are positioned between 
the sweatband of the headwear and the wall of 
the headwear, with the absorptive pad element 
extending through an opening in the sweatband 
and protruding beyond the inner face thereof. 

2. An absorptive headwear pad member com 
prising, in combination, a ?at elongated backing 
element of absorptive material from the surface 
of one side of which a pad element protrudes, an 
elongated covering or envelope for said backing 
element impervious to moisture, and means for 
mounting said pad member in headwear having 
a sweatband, characterized in that the backing 
element and elongated covering are positioned 
between the sweatband of the headwear and the 
wall of the headwear, with the absorptive pad 
element extending through an opening in .the 
sweatband and protruding beyond the inner face 
thereof. 

3. An absorptive headwear pad member com 
prising, in combination, a relatively thin back 
ing element of absorptive material from the sur 
face of which a pad element protrudes, a cover 
ing for said backing element impervious to mois 
ture, and means for mounting said pad member 
in headwear having a sweatband, characterized 
in that the backing element and covering are 
positioned between the sweatband of the head 
wear and the Wall of the headwear with the ab 
sorptive pad element extending through an open 
ing in the sweatband and protruding beyond the 
inner face thereof. 

4. An absorptive headwear pad member com 
prising in combination, a relatively thin backing 
element of absorptive material from the surface 
of which a pad element protrudes, a covering for 
said backing element impervious to moisture, and 
means for mounting and securing said pad mem 
ber in headwear having a sweatband, character 
ized in that the covering is directly in abutment 
with the sweatband and the absorptive pad ele 
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6 
ment extends through an opening in the cover 
ing and protrudes beyond the surface of the 
said sweatband, said pad element being adapted 
to contact the head of the wearer of the head 
wear, and to thereby space the sweatband from 
contact with the head of the wearer. 

5. In an absorptive headwear pad device the 
combination of a pad unit comprising a rela-, 
tively thin backing element of absorptive mate 
rial from the surface of which a pad element pro 
trudes, a covering for said backing element im 
pervious to moisture, and means for mounting 
and securing said pad unit in headwear having a 
sweatband, characterized in that the covering 
is directly in abutment with the sweatband and 
the absorptive pad element extends through an 
opening in the covering and protrudes beyond 
the surface of the said sweatband, said pad ele 
ment being adapted to contact the head of the 
wearer of the headwear, and clip means secured 
to an edge of the pad unit and effective for at 
taching same to a part of the headwear. 

6. An absorptive headwear pad unit for use 
with the sweatband of a hat and comprising, in 
combination, a relatively thin backing element of 
absorptive material from the surface of one of 
the sides of which a pad element protrudes, and 
an envelope or cover of impervious material sub 
stantially completely enclosing such backing ele 
ment except for an opening through one side 
thereof adapted for the passage of the protruding , 
pad element, said envelope directly engaging the 
surface of the sweatband said pad element be 
ing adapted to contact the head of the wearer of 
the headwear, and to thereby space the inner 
surface of said headwear from contact with the 
head of the wearer, and means including out 
wardly extending attaching means and e?ective 
for securing the pad unit to a part of the head 
wear. 

7. An ab-sorptive‘headwear member for use 
with the sweatband of a hat comprising, in com 
bination, a backing element formed of absorptive 
material and having a plurality of pad elements 
protruding from one side thereof, a strip of cov 
ering material impervious to moisture and juxta 
posed against said backing element, said strip 
having a plurality [of openings corresponding in 
number to and accommodating the said pad ele 
ments, and means engaged With said sweatband 
and headwear member and effective for opera 
tively retaining said member to the sweatband. 

EDWARD S. CLARK. 
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